
HOW
GET TO

to
Bliss & Stars

From the N7, take the Clanwilliam exit and turn onto the
R364 towards Clanwilliam.
After 5 km, turn left onto the R363 towards Klawer.
Continue straight for 16.5 km on the R363. This paved road
turns into a gravel road.
Turn right towards Nardouwsberg and continue straight for
14.6 km. You will pass Bushman's Cave.
Turn left at the signs for Papkuilsfontein and Doring River
Rafting.
Continue straight for 7.2 km, driving through 3 farm gates
and passing a white house.
Stop at the big aloe in the old tire. This is our meeting
point.
If you have a suitable high-clearance vehicle, turn right at
the aloe. Follow the most traveled road for 11.2 km, until
you reach Bliss & Stars.

We're located in the valley at the banks of the Doring River, 55
km north of Clanwilliam, which is a remote location. To get
there from Clanwilliam, follow these instructions: 
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IMPORTANT: Do not use GPS to get to the meeting point. It
will take you on a detour.
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Turn right at the aloe plant.
In 300 meters, turn right again.
Keep left at the fork after another 200 meters.
Turn right after 500 meters, immediately after passing
through a farm gate.
Drive straight for 11.2 kilometers, following the fence line.
Go through the Bliss & Stars farm gate and pass a red
container.
Continue on the hairpin road and stay on the right when
you reach the top of the hill.
After steep descent with a view of the river, turn right.
Keep right at the junction with the big line of rocks in the
middle.

If you have a suitable high-clearance vehicle, preferably a 4x4,
you can continue.
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You have arrived. Welcome to the valley of bliss and stars.


